
 

SANT NIRANKARI PUBLIC SCHOOL, GOVINDPURI 

HOLIDAY HOMEWORK 

CLASS-2 

Finally time has come to meet our near and dear ones! Its time to relax and enjoy.  

“LEARN SOMETHING FROM EVERYTHING” 

 

 Health is wealth – Encourage them for a morning walk and simple yoga exercises. 

 

Follow some Do’s and Don’ts to keep yourself infection free. 

Do’s 

 Start wearing mask. 

 Keep distance from pet or wild animals. 

 Keep at least 3 feet distance while talking to people. 

  Encourage them for a morning walk and simple yoga exercises. 

             Don’ts 

 Stop hand shake . 

 Stop eating half cooked or raw non-veg. 

 Avoid eating street food. 

 

 Setting up a routine is a must to inculcate good habits. Let your child plan his/her daily 

routine for a week. 

 Read different story books of your choice in Hindi/English 

 

English 

 Compose a poem of your own and write it on a colorful A-4 size sheet and decorate it.  

Paste your photograph on it.  

 Research work  

Collect pictures of different types of clocks and paste it. Write their names also. 

Imagine if there were no clocks in the world then what do you think would happen? 

Write a paragraph of around 50 words to illustrate your imagination. 

 Make a chart to display 

Roll No. 1 to 9- Nouns 

Roll No. 10-18- Action Words 

Roll No. 19-27- Articles 

Roll No. 28-36-Antonyms 



 

Maths 

 Whenever you visit supermarket or whenever you go for outings observe the places 

and find different materials in different shapes. Make a list including the material name  

(paste the picture of the material with name), name of the shape and draw the picture 

of the shape. 

Do the work in A-4 size sheets and include at least 6 items. 

 Draw pictures of the following- 

(a) sliding objects( any 5) 

(b) rolling objects ( any 5) 

 Write and learn table from 2 to 10 

 Make two different kinds of pattern with different object on a chart paper. 

 

                                                                                         

   

 

 

“SAY NO TO BALLOONS AND WATER GUNS “to keep yourself and the family infection free.  

Let’s enjoy Holi by drawing colorful pictures and eat healthy, yummy food. “       

 

                                        

                                                

 

 

 


